Undoing Adultism: Making Adult Spaces Worthy of Youth Voice
The Amandla Youth Organising Collective for Liberation & She Who Learns
28 March 2018 Agenda

Essential Questions:
- How can we, as adults, support each other in unlearning adultism and hold each other accountable?
- How can we (elders/adult co-conspirators) co-create processes to name and understand how adultism shows up in our (shared) spaces?

Community Agreements:
- Race & __________: honour our multiple identities while rooting reflections, discussions and decisions in race & equity
- Oops/Ouch: acknowledge impact as distinct from intent—own the impact; be mindful of how power dynamics may impact our space
- Be Jopeful: remember joy and hopefulness and trust the journey
- Black Coffee in a Pretty Cup: share feedback honestly and directly with humanity and unconditional grace
- Lean In, Lean Back, Lean On, and Lift Up: we are a community of interdependent learners; use moments of discomfort to inquire deeper; monitor your participation
- Rule of Two Feet: You are in charge of your learning; if this session is not what you expected, or you need something else, you are more than welcome to use your two feet to move to another space—no judgement or harm done
- Think Big Picture & Tiny Pixel, Connect Head & Heart: con la cabeza en las nubes, los pies en la tierra, y el corazón en las manos; yes/and thinking
- Confidentiality: what’s said here stays here; what’s learned here, leaves here
- Non-Closure: this is ongoing work; expect and accept a lack of closure

Wifi Access: HTH-Wifi
Username: hthguest
PW: GoDeep2018!
Room: HTE 204

Digital Access to Resources/Documents: The main documents referenced in this session are located online. You can access digital versions at http://sched.co/E6aQ. Note: Please request specific slides from the PowerPoint, as it is not available online because of the use of student images throughout.
28 March 2018 Session Agenda

1. Gallery Walk (10:30-10:45) 15 mins
2. Discussion Circle (10:45-11:20) 35 mins
4. Community Agreements & Logistics (11:25-11:30) 5 mins
5. Session Framing (11:30-11:40) 10 mins
6. Messages from Young People (11:40-12:00) 20 mins
7. Lunch (12:00-1:00) 60 mins
8. AM Debrief (1:00-1:10) 10 mins
9. The Drawbridge Exercise (1:10-1:30) 20 mins
10. Cycle of Socialisation (1:30-1:35) 5 mins
11. Filling the Pool of Shared Meaning (1:35-1:55) 20 mins
12. Break (1:55-2:00) 5 mins
13. Fishbone Generation Protocol: Youth-Affirming Space, Youth Voice (2:00-2:55) 55 mins
15. Exhibition Set Up & Closing (3:40-3:55) 15 mins
16. Cushion Time/Break (3:55-4:00) 5 mins
17. Exhibitions (4:00-4:30) 30 mins